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A Computer Weekly buyer’s 
guide to green computing
Driven by rising electricity costs, green legislation and corporate social 
responsibility, green IT is increasingly on many IT professionals’ minds, 
particularly for the power-hungry datacentre. In this 11-page buyer’s guide, 
Computer Weekly looks at some of the technologies that can help your 
datacentre become cost and energy efficient.
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Driven by rising electricity costs, green legislation and 
corporate social responsibility, green it is increas-
ingly on most it professionals’ minds. 

Whatever the reasons, experts say that in the long 
run, having an energy-efficient datacentre helps the environ-
ment and also saves businesses money, so here are some of the main technologies that can 
help your datacentre become green.

Datacentre infrastructure management
experts rate datacentre infrastructure management (Dcim) tools as one of the coolest tech-
nologies that can help companies make their infrastructure energy-efficient and green.

Until 2009, Dcim had virtually no market penetration, but today it is one of the most signifi-
cant areas of green computing, according to Simon mingay, research vice-president at gartner.

Dcim brings together standalone functions such as datacentre design, asset discovery, 
systems management functions, capacity planning and energy management to provide a 
holistic view of the datacentre, ranging from the rack or cabinet level to the cooling infra-
structure and energy utilisation. 

it helps encourage the efficient use of energy, optimise equipment layouts, support virtuali-
sation and consolidation, and improve datacentre availability.

Dcim tools can help datacentre managers improve capacity planning, which can reduce 
hardware volumes and the associated cooling costs. “We are terrible at capacity planning. 
any tool that helps us pack more computing resources per kilowatt of power for greater effi-
ciency is welcome,” says mingay.

Dcim tools can also give datacentre managers a greater insight into the power and cool-
ing needs of the infrastructure, enabling them to plan accordingly. “Dcim, when fully mature, 
offers the opportunity to balance compute capacity (power drawn) with it load and switch 
hardware into ‘low activity’ or ‘standby’ modes when the load is low,” according to the 
Datacentre Dynamics Intelligence Power report by ian Bitterlin, a professor at the University of 
leeds, and nicola Hayes, managing director of Datacentre Dynamics intelligence.

aDyna/iStockpHoto
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providers are not investing greatly in Dcim tools at present because so few organisations 
are buying them, according to ovum principal analyst roy illsley. “When this changes, how-
ever, users are going to demand a lot more value from Dcim tools and they will become 
better,” he says.

Free air cooling
Datacentre power use is high on the agenda for most datacentre developers. energy costs 
have become the largest single element in the datacentre’s total cost of ownership (tco) 
– ranging from 20% to 60% depending on the facility’s business model – and, as energy 
prices (and/or taxes) rise, the share of the total cost will only become larger, says Bitterlin.

Free or natural air cooling is the practice of using outside air to cool datacentre facilities 
rather than running power-hungry mechanical refrigeration or air-conditioning units.

as a growing number of datacentre service providers 
build racks and servers that can run in temperatures as 
high as 27°c, natural air cooling has become a viable 
option. there is very little reason in regions such as 
the Uk to not depend on free air cooling for most of 
the year, says mingay, but most datacentres still use 
mechanical cooling.

Using mechanical cooling only when the outside air 
temperatures become too high to cool datacentres is 
an effective strategy to make datacentres green. 

But free air cooling requires more than simply keep-
ing the datacentre’s windows open. Datacentres 
also require filters to catch dust particles that can harm server equipment. the filtered air 
pumped in from the outside must also be treated to ensure the optimum humidity levels. a 
high moisture level in the air can lead to metal rust, whereas a very low level of moisture can 
cause problems with static electricity, say experts.

the savings of using free cooling are so evident that big datacentre operators are now 
confident enough to build datacentres without any mechanical chiller plants, according to 
analysts at 451 research. companies such as capgemini are using free air cooling techniques 
in their datacentres. 

On-site wind generation or use of renewable energy 
a number of large businesses, including apple, Facebook and google, are taking initiatives 
to power their datacentres using wind energy.

mingay says wind energy can help datacentre managers meet environmental requirements, 
while also saving the business money on electricity costs. However, while google may grab 
the headlines, an onsite wind farm is irrelevant to most datacentre operators, he says. “For 
regular operators, onsite generation of renewable energy will be through gas turbines. they 
may not be as sexy as google’s wind farms, but they are practical.”

Low-power servers
analyst andrew Donoghue from 451 research says datacentre operators are looking for 
more efficient alternatives to the current x86 standard server racks and blades to make 
their infrastructure sustainable in the long term. 

it providers such as Hp and Dell launched their first low-energy alternatives (for develop-
ment purposes rather than commercial deployments) in 2012. Such servers borrow from the 
technology driving smartphone computing, which tries to balance performance with battery 
drain. the trend will accelerate in 2013 as systems makers begin to release full production 
systems, according to a report by 451 research analysts.

these low-energy alternatives, or micro servers, rely on low-power central processor units 
(cpUs) from intel and the ecosystem of arm partners. 
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“given the right workloads, they can be much more efficient than larger, monolithic sys-
tems,” says Donoghue. 

Utilisation rates go up, capital costs go down, high levels of redundancy are achieved,  
and running costs are lowered, both from lower power consumption and less supporting 
cooling infrastructure.

the impact of low-power servers on the datacentre can be significant – they can  
help cut direct it electricity costs and also help reduce operating and capital costs of  
cooling facilities. 

Modular datacentres
large enterprises such as morgan Stanley and goldman Sachs are adopting modular data-
centres in their bid to boost their green it efforts. 

Unlike the way a traditional datacentre is constructed, a modular datacentre  is portable. it is 
designed for rapid deployment, energy-efficiency and high density. Such modular designs  are 
becoming increasingly popular since they are a ready-made datacentre-in-a-box, which can be 
scaled very quickly.

Hp ecopod is a modular datacentre that claims to support more than 4,000 servers with a 
power usage effectiveness (pUe) rating of 1.05 when using free air cooling.

Datacentre consolidation and virtualisation
Virtualisation software extends the functionality of existing servers, which in turn helps 
reduce power consumption, according to the Datacentre Dynamics Intelligence Power report. 

the report also predicts that virtualisation will play a huge part in raising the utilisation of 
the existing estate from under 10% to over 40%. 

it says supplier efforts are required in power management for it efficiency. at low it loads, 
the power management tools must fall in line with the load. raising hardware utilisation rates 
this way will reduce the power demand by at least 20%. 

Virtualisation and datacentre consolidation strategies help enterprises streamline it 
resources and utilise the untapped processing power of high-power server and storage devices.

the combination of virtualisation, low-latency and high-bandwidth network connectiv-
ity, and specialised servers, has the potential to slash datacentre capital costs and improve 
energy efficiency, says 451 research’s Donoghue.

Cloud computing
cloud computing can help enterprises in their 
green it efforts, since a computing cloud offers 
higher cpU utilisation. When one organisation is 
not experiencing a load, its spare resources are 
used by another one that needs it. 

However, 100% efficiency is a long way off. 
“cloud computing, mainly public cloud, has a lot of 
promise for bringing a massive change in resource 
efficiency, but we are nowhere near there yet,” says 
gartner’s mingay. 

Energy savings going forward
a wave of genuinely disruptive change is building in the datacentre industry that will help 
its green credentials. For instance, the University of Southampton has pioneered a technique 
to encase electronics in a fluid to support running circuits at higher temperatures.

another example is French company iliad, which uses higher-efficiency coolers to reduce 
its co2 footprint. it monitors the power requirements of the load to ensure that only the nec-
essary modules are in service. the remaining modules remain in a low-power standby mode, 
making large energy savings possible. n
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The drive for a green, sustainable datacentre may appear to have subsided some-
what, compared with the push a few years back to be seen to be doing everything 
possible to save the planet, but many organisations are now implementing green 
policies without wrapping them up in a sustainability message. the current driver 

for green technology is to save money through optimising energy use, rather than a desire to 
be seen to be green.

one of the main reasons behind the need to cut back on energy consumption is an obvi-
ous one – cost. energy prices are unlikely to come down in the foreseeable future – indeed, 
they are trending ever upwards – and datacentres use a lot of energy. the other driver that is 
beginning to have an effect in the Uk is the carbon reduction commitment energy efficiency 
Scheme, commonly known as the crc. 

the crc was originally conceived as a net cash-neutral scheme, through which those 
organisations that could demonstrate their energy use was optimised would gain money, 
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while those which showed little to no improvement would lose money. However, the crc has 
changed to become a straight tax on all organisations, related to how much energy they use. 
currently, the crc applies only to those organisations which use large amounts of electricity, 
but as the government searches for new tax revenues, it is likely to be expanded in scope to 
cover more organisations over time.  

the drive for energy efficiency in the datacentre should therefore be even stronger.

Energy-efficient cooling in the datacentre
many datacentres are being run against old-style environmental designs, where the 
approach to cooling is based around ensuring that input cooling air is at such a low tem-
perature that outlet air does not exceed a set temperature. in many cases, the aim has 
been to keep the average volumetric temperature in the datacentre around 20°c or lower, 
with some running at between 15°c and 17°c.  

a datacentre with a floor area of 1,000m² and a 
ceiling-to-floor height of three metres will require the 
cooling of 3,000m³ of air. to ensure that the average 
temperature remains within limits, the air will need to 
be flowing, and this leads to a measure called air change 
rate (acr). many datacentres work at an acr of 
around 100-200 per hour, requiring up to 600,000m³ 
of air to be cooled per hour. 

the cost of cooling so much air to well below 
standard air temperature can be enormous – but is it 
really required?

the first step to finding out is an assessment of the 
existing datacentre. the best way to do this is to imple-
ment temperature monitoring systems around the 
datacentre. this is not simply a case of using strategi-
cally placed thermometers – the use of infrared heat cameras will help in identifying where 
the datacentre has existing hotspots that need addressing.

once the existing environment is mapped out and heat issues identified, it is possible to 
start replanning the datacentre. it may be that a rack has been filled with 1U or 2U servers 
and the density of hot central processing units (cpUs) is leading to hotspots. it may be pos-
sible to spread these servers over two or more racks, or to mix the servers with items that 
generate less heat, so fewer hotspots are created.

it may become apparent that certain items of equipment have very high thermal issues. in 
most cases, this will be because the equipment is “old” – more than three years old. it will 
be cost effective in many cases to replace such equipment with a more modern equivalent. 
Due to improvements in design and engineering, the newer equipment will be more energy 
efficient and have fewer thermal problems.

Optimising airflow for maximum cooling
the next step is to look at how cooling can be best implemented. in the example of the 
1,000m² datacentre, a lot of air is being cooled that is doing little in the way of cooling the 
it equipment. By containing the cooling airflow and directing it where it is most needed, 
much higher efficiencies can be obtained. the use of hot and cold aisles makes this possi-
ble, and it does not necessarily require large investment in technology. in many cases, it is 
possible to take existing racks and use polycarbonate sheeting over the aisles with plastic 
doors at the end of the rows to create a sufficiently contained environment to reduce the 
volume that must be temperature-controlled by an order of magnitude.

if the racks have been redesigned to ensure that there are fewer hotspots, the use of blank-
ing plates and flow-direction plates can ensure that cooling air is directed exactly where it is 
most needed, lowering the acr and saving further energy. 
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this is where computational fluid dynamics (cFD) comes in useful. Being able to map 
airflows and to carry out “what-if?” scenarios enables airflows to be optimised to ensure 
that cooling air hits the hotter areas of it equipment effectively, and that cooling air is 
not wasted by flowing over other areas. cFD software is increasingly included in datacen-
tre infrastructure management (Dcim) suites from the likes of nlyte, emerson network 
power, eaton and others.

Increasing a datacentre’s thermal envelope
Further savings can be made by reassessing the thermal envelope in which the datacen-
tre works. the american Society of Heating, refrigeration and air conditioning engineers 
(ashrae) provides guidelines on best practice for datacentre thermal operation, and these 
guidelines have changed in recent years.

ashrae’s original 2004 guidelines aimed for a maximum allowable temperature of around 
25°c. By 2008, this had risen to around 27°c. ashrae’s 2011 guidelines created a range of 
different approaches, depending on the type of datacentre and acceptable equipment failure 
rates, but moved the upper acceptable temperature 
as high as 45°c for less controlled environments, with 
more controlled datacentre environments being able to 
run at 35°c.

at these temperatures, the amount of air 
mechanically cooled through the use of computer room 
air-conditioning (crac) units is massively reduced. 
in many cases, the need for crac units is completely 
obviated, and free air cooling can be used instead.

the cost of crac units should not be underestimated. 
a measure of the overall energy effectiveness of a 
datacentre is power utilisation effectiveness (pUe). this 
number is derived by taking the total energy used by a 
datacentre and dividing it by the amount of energy used 
for enabling a useful workload – that is, the energy that 
is provided to the it equipment within the datacentre. 

For many existing datacentres, the pUe will be between 2 and 2.5. For every watt of energy 
provided to the it equipment, between 1W and 1.5W of energy is used in peripheral equip-
ment – lighting, uninterruptible power supplies (UpSs) and cooling. lighting is a small part 
of this, and a modern datacentre should be run in a lights-out status anyway. a modern UpS 
should be greater than 95% energy efficient (many are now 98%+ energy efficient). this 
leaves the cooling system as the biggest energy drain for calculating pUe. if the crac units 
can be decommissioned and replaced with free air cooling, or with low-energy systems such 
as adiabatic cooling, the datacentre’s pUe will improve dramatically – and the energy require-

ments for the datacentre overall will fall.
For example, if an existing facility has a pUe of 2.5 and 

through the use of advanced cooling design it can drop to 1.5, 
40% of the total energy used by the datacentre can be saved.

although a green datacentre is probably not at the top of 
anyone’s priority list at the moment, energy optimisation prob-
ably is. a step change in datacentre energy usage can be gained 

through a few relatively simple steps, such as those detailed above. 
Saving tens of percentage points on the datacentre’s energy cost can only benefit the 

business. not only will it be able to show this saving directly against the bottom line, but it 
will also be able to use the saving to put a tick in the “green” and “sustainable” boxes in its 
corporate responsibility statement. n

ashrae’s 2011 
guidelines 
Put the uPPer 
accePtable 
temPerature as 
high as 45°c

Clive Longbottom is founder of analyst firm Quocirca

› Guide to building an optimised and  
cost-effective datacentre strategy

› Organisations to focus on datacentre  
efficiency in 2013, says Ovum
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Servers are refreshed frequently. Datacentres, on the other hand, take two years to 
design. So, by the time it becomes a live production facility, it is highly likely that an 
entirely new generation of servers will be installed in the datacentre from what was 
originally available when the project was conceived.

the green grid is one of the main organisations driving forward datacentre energy effi-
ciency. michalis grigoratos chairs the green grid’s europe technical working group and is 
business development principal for critical facilities at Hp. He says: “the datacentre will 
need to last 15 years, so we have to design something robust enough to cater for technology 
changes throughout its life.”

He says that 10 years ago not many people knew what a datacentre was: “now people 
want to know about its energy efficiency.”

 Datacentre 
managers fail 

to act on EC 
energy 

efficiency 
targets

 Lufthansa 
Systems 

modernises its 
datacentre for 

higher 
efficiency

Driving datacentre efficiency 
to meet future demand
Changes can wreak havoc in a datacentre that will outlive generations of servers. 
How can green facilities stay efficient in the face of IT progress? Cliff Saran reports

Buyer’s guide
green computing
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today, the challenge for businesses is that there are many datacentres that were not 
designed to run efficiently. “the nature of a datacentre is that you cannot experiment or 
change very fast. it’s a very traditional environment,“ says grigoratos.

Green planning and design
commercial real estate firm pmB Holdings sees an opportunity in the datacentre market, 
due to the inefficiencies of older sites. “over the next few years, older datacentres will not 
be acceptable anymore,” says the firm’s ceo, edward Johns.

even before considering the greenest it for a new datacentre construction, the envi-
ronmental impact is one of the issues that planners will look at early on in the project. 
andrew good is a director at tFFp architects, a company working for pmB Holdings, on 
a new datacentre in milton keynes. Speaking from his experience of working with local 
authority planners, he says: “in certain locations they like low car use and they like you 
to make a contribution to wildlife, which means making the site a bit greener by planting 
more trees.”

For a new datacentre site, the carbon contribution of the building phase should be considered, 
as well as when the site is operational. this includes the carbon footprint of the materials used 
for construction, transportation and the heavy machinery. While the carbon footprint of an 
operational datacentre will dwarf construction emissions, they still need to be considered.

Cooling systems
However, tackling energy efficiency in a datacentre’s operations is the main way to limit its 
carbon footprint and the cooling system is the biggest culprit in terms of inefficiency. Brian 
Waddell is a director at norman Disney and young, a firm of mechanical and electrical 
consultants. the company won an award for its work on the Hp Wynard datacentre, that 
uses ambient cooling as a key component to reduce carbon emissions.

the company is being used by pmB to create green systems for the new milton keynes 
datacentre. He says: “at milton keynes we are using indirect fresh air cooling.” 

this type of free air cooling avoids the necessary filtration and humidity controllers required 
to maintain clean air when outside air is pumped into the datacentre. indirect air cooling uses 
a heat exchanger to separate outside air from air inside the datacentre.” 

adiabatic cooling is the next step, beyond indirect air cooling. as the green grid’s 
grigoratus points out: “you cannot cool a 15kW or more server rack using just ambient 
cooling, you will need water cooling. But water cooling is not energy efficient. this is where 
adiabatic systems come into play. effectively, they enable free cooling within a datacentre to 
support higher server densities.

companies like eXcool, munters and ecobreeze combine an air-to-air heat exchanger with 
supplementary adiabatic cooling.

how to keep the datacentre cool 

• Some server rooms use thick plastic butchers’ curtains to keep the air contained.
• Plug blanking plates on a server rack to minimise the amount of cold air that mixes with the 
hot, exhaust air at the back of the rack.
• If it is not possible to replace chillers with free-air systems, consider looking at Turbo Cores to 
generate water more efficiently or hybrid coolers, if space permits, to drastically reduce cooling.
• Run servers at 24-25˚C, as there is no headroom if they run at 27˚C. Free cooling is about 
3-4˚C below this.
• Self-scaling UPS are modular and can run modules automatically, based on the power load of 
the server.

Source: Brian Waddell, Norman Disney and Young

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Power efficiency
contemporary state-of-the-art datacentre designs are able to achieve a power usage effec-
tiveness (pUe) figure of 1.2 – this is what microsoft and google strive for in their public 
cloud facilities. Free air cooling, whether it is direct or indirect, will be unable to improve 
efficiency to this level.

Businesses can apply a number of tech-
nologies to improve energy efficiency to the 
magical pUe of 1.2.

in milton keynes, Waddell has chosen 
highly-efficient uninterruptible power sup-
plies (UpS) to condition power supplied to 
the it equipment. these are self-scaling, 
which means they automatically adjust 
the amount of power they use, by scaling 
UpS modules up and down based on the it 
equipment’s power usage.

automatic lighting can also help improve 
efficiency by only switching on lighting 
where an operator is working. corridor light-
ing switches on and off as and when some-
one moves to a different part of the facility.

photoVoltaic cells may also contribute to 
a greener datacentre, but they are not going 
to have much of an impact unless the site 
is located in a sunny climate like the south of France. Waddell says they are limited in terms 
of pUe impact because they only produce a finite number of watts per square metre. “they 
are very expensive for a relatively small impact,” he says. “it is much easier to design energy 
efficient cooling for a datacentre.”

Benefit of renewables
large datacentre sites can also use renewable energy sources as a means to lower their 
carbon footprint, such as hydroelectric generators or wind farms. 

“you cannot cool a 
15kw or more server 
rack using just ambient 
cooling, you will need 
water cooling. but 
water cooling is not 
energy efficient”
michalis grigoratos,  

the green grid

Source: Norman Disney and Young

Free cooling opportunities by system
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› Truths and myths of datacentre efficiency
› Energy efficiency is top datacentre priority

› Businesses urged to use DCMM for efficiency

Blessed with an average temperature colder than temperate climates, and plenty of free 
energy due to geothermal activity, iceland is an attractive location for datacentre facilities.

Verne global operates a datacentre facility in iceland which uses modular datacentre building 
blocks from colt technology. it has redundant connections across north america and europe 
and uses 100% renewable energy with two sources of power: hydro-electric and geothermal. 
average winter temperature is around 0˚c, while the summer average in reykjavik is 10.6˚c.

according to rhonda ascierto, an analyst at ovum, iceland’s renewable energy sources 
are largely untapped. in a post on the Verne 
global datacentre she wrote: “estimates 
vary, but it is thought that only 20-25% of 
the hydrothermal and geothermal sources 
potentially available for electricity produc-
tion are currently utilised.”

She noted that the icelandic government 
has changed taxes to make it cost-effective 
for it firms to ship servers there. 

Verne global cto tate cantrell says 
hydroelectric power is useful for high base 
loads while geothermal is useful for smaller 
amounts of electricity usage. the benefit of 
the approach Verne global takes, he says, is 
that the electricity prices are lower than the 
Uk and US. 

He believes green it should not come at a 
premium. “We can go for long-term solution 
and offer customers 20% price protection,” he says. according to cantrell, Verne global is 
able to show customers what their power bill will be like in 2030.

BmW is one of the organisations using the Verne global icelandic facility. the company 
saved 80% on its energy costs by moving a high-performance computing facility to iceland.

once the building is green in terms of pUe, where else can a business go to lower the car-
bon footprint of its datacentre? “the next step is the it side. people are starting to ask ques-
tions about how many of the 25,000 or so servers they run in their datacentres are actually 
doing work,” says grigoratos. this is about server utilisation. 

Server consolidation and virtualisation will increase utilisation, making a datacentre 
more efficient in terms of the number cpU cycles it has on tap. But higher server utilisation 
increases the energy workload.

in a recent blog, gartner vice-president Dave cappuccio noted: “as datacentre managers 
strive for more energy efficient it equipment, they could inadvertently degrade that wonder-
ful pUe the facilities team reported last year. 

“take a hypothetical datacentre with an average pUe of 1.5. if it decides it is time to 
do a technology refresh on some servers and brings in the 
current generation as replacements, the overall perfor-
mance and productivity of applications will increase, but 
because of the energy efficiency improvements suppliers 
have made, the overall power draw for it could very easily 
go down.”

With technological improvements to server compute platforms, users can run more sophis-
ticated applications such as complex data analytics, which will shift the focus on efficiency 
over to storage, which is likely to keep growing. 

For the ultimate level of server utilisation and to offload the environmental impact of mas-
sive storage arrays to feed data for big data analytics, businesses may need to consider mov-
ing to public cloud infrastructure as a service. grigoratos added: “it doesn’t make sense to 
run your own primary datacentre from a technology efficiency point of view.” n

“PeoPle are starting 
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michalis grigoratos 
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